BURY SHEETING IN 4 IN. X 6 IN. TRENCH A MINIMUM OF 8 FT. SETBACK FROM TOP OF SLOPE. BACKFILL WITH WASHED ROCK.

10 FT. MAXIMUM

10 FT. MAXIMUM

3 FT. MIN

TOE IN SHEETING IN 4 IN. X 6 IN. TRENCH A MINIMUM OF 3 FT. SETBACK FROM BOTTOM OF SLOPE. BACKFILL WITH WASHED ROCK.

ANCHOR WEIGHTS WITH STAKES

CONVEY RUNOFF TO APPROVED LOCATION.

CONVEY RUNOFF TO APPROVED LOCATION.

NOTES:

1. TIRES, SANDBAGS, OR EQUIVALENT MAY BE USED TO WEIGHT PLASTIC SHEETING.

2. SEAMS BETWEEN SHEETS MUST OVERLAP A MINIMUM OF 12 IN. AND BE WEIGHTED OR TAPED.

3. PLASTIC SHEETING SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM THICKNESS OF 6 MIL.

4. DUE TO RAPID RUNOFF CAUSED BY PLASTIC SHEETING, THIS METHOD SHALL NOT BE USED UPSLOPE OF AREAS THAT MIGHT BE ADVERSELY IMPACTED BY CONCENTRATED RUNOFF.

5. CONSTRUCT BERM OR SWALE AT TOP OF SLOPE AS DIRECTED BY THE CLEARING AND GRADING INSPECTOR.

6. CONSTRUCT DITCH AT BASE OF SLOPE AS REQUIRED BY CITY CLEARING AND GRADING INSPECTOR. DISCHARGE TO APPROVED LOCATION.